SHARP WORDS
from
The Gaon, Rabbi Moshe Mordechai Epstein, zt”l
Rav and Rosh Yeshiva of SLABODKA (and Chevron),
regarding the
SEVERITY OF CUTTING THE BEARD
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...Every Jew should think about this and have pity on his
children only when they walk in the paths of Hashem, when they
are similar in their appearance to their parents, keeping Shabbos
and growing a beard. But not to those who are not at all similar in
their appearance to the Jewish people, for they have become
distant and have garbed themselves in a different style, desecrating
Shabbos and disdaining the sacred... Their appearance is not
similar to the Jewish people, for they have removed from
themselves the “Tzelem Elokim” (Divine image).
Levush Mordechai, Bava Kamma (Warsaw, 5661-1901), p.7
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“...In the land of Israel, those who first violated the established Torah
standards were at... I heard that the Gaon, Rabbi Moshe Mordechai, z”l
[Epstein, Rosh Yeshiva of Slabodka-Chevron], wanted them to grow their
beards, but the students refused to listen..”.
Shaalos Uteshuvos P'as Sod'cha, section 101
For a comprehensive treatment of this subject, see:
Sefer Hadras Ponim Zokon / by Rabbi Moshe Wiener / The Cutting and Growth of the Beard in Halachic Perspective
Published with the Endorsements of the Leading Halachic Authorities of our Times / 800 pages (in expanded second edition)

